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Electronic band-structure calculations on ReO3 and CoP3 have been performed to analyse the different
structural preferences found for these two compounds. The electronic origin of these differences is associated
with the formation of the characteristic non-metal four-membered rings of the skutterudite structure, which is
energetically unfavorable for compounds with small, strongly electronegative anions. The combination of two
factors has been identified to be responsible for the structural differences between these compounds. The first is
the electronegativity difference between the two types of atoms that form the solid: for strongly electronegative
non-metal atoms like O or F the ReO3-type structure is expected to be the most stable, while for the combination
of less electronegative atoms like the pnictides with late transition metals the skutterudite structure is preferred.
The second factor is the relative size of the constituting atoms: small atoms like F and O favor the ReO3 structure,
while larger atoms like P and As stabilize the skutterudite one.

Transition-metal pnictides (N, P, As, Sb or Bi) form a vast
family of compounds that exhibit a very rich structural vari-
ation, crystallizing in a large number of different structural
types. This family can be roughly divided into two distinct
groups based on the stoichiometry of the compounds, compris-
ing metal-rich phases on the one hand and pnictide-rich ones
on the other. The structures of the compounds belonging to the
first group are characterized by extensive metal–metal bonding,
while pnictide atoms appear as single anions or discrete di-
atomic units. The large number of structures found for the
second group can be attributed to the high versatility of
pnictides in forming complex anionic structures which com-
prise clusters, chains, sheets or three-dimensional arrays of
covalently bound pnictide atoms. The metal atoms in these
compounds occupy the holes left by the anionic sublattice. The
structural richness for these compounds is translated into their
physical properties. Among transition-metal pnictides one can
find metals, semiconductors and superconductors as well as
different types of magnetic behavior.

Pnictides of Group 9 and 10 transition metals with MX3

stoichiometry adopt the skutterudite structure,1 which has iso-
lated, almost square X4 rings as its most prominent feature.
Although the electronic structure of these compounds and its
relation to their electrical properties has been addressed using
different theoretical approaches,2–4 a deep understanding of the
bonding in skutterudite phases is still lacking. In this contri-
bution we report semiempirical band-structure calculations of
the extended-Hückel type used to explore the nature of the
chemical bonding in these compounds. Special attention will
be devoted to the electronic requirements needed to form the
characteristic X4 rings present in the skutterudite structure as
well as its relation to the more symmetrical ReO3-type crystal
structure.

Results and Discussions
The ReO3 and skutterudite crystal structures

From a topological standpoint the ReO3 structure (space group
Pm3̄m, no. 221) 5,6 is the simplest framework structure for a
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MX3 compound built of octahedral MX6 groups. Each MX6

octahedron shares a common vertex with six neighboring
octahedra, giving a simple cubic array of M atoms [Fig. 1(a)].
In this simple arrangement all MX6 octahedra are oriented in
the same direction, with all M]X]M angles equal to 1808.

Occupation of the body center of a simple cubic lattice of
metal atoms with large ions gives the well known perovskite
structure for MBX3 compounds,1 in which B and X atoms
together form a cubic close packed assembly.

The skutterudite structure (space group Im3̄, no. 204) 7–11 is
related in a rather simple way to the more symmetric ReO3

structure. The characteristic X4 rings present in skutterudites
can be obtained by displacing four of the non-metal atoms
located on parallel edges of a metal cube to its center, as shown
in Fig. 1(b) for two adjacent metal cubes. Since each of these

Fig. 1 (a) The ReO3 crystal structure. Black and white circles represent
oxygen and rhenium atoms, respectively. (b) To derive the skutterudite
structure from the ReO3 structure one can displace the non-metal atoms
(black spheres) located on the four parallel edges of a metal cube to its
center. (c) The skutterudite (CoAs3) crystal structure. Black and white
circles represent non-metal and metal atoms, respectively
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cubes has X atoms on its twelve edges, the displacement toward
the interior of a cube also affects eight neighboring cubes. The
new unit cell is thus eight times larger than the original ReO3

unit cell. From the directions in which the various sets of X
atoms are moved it follows that one quarter of the metal cubes
will not contain an X4 unit in its interior [Fig. 1(c)].

In the resulting skutterudite structure each M atom is still in
an octahedral environment with each MX6 octahedron sharing
its six vertices with six neighboring octahedra as in ReO3. The
main differences between the two structures are that in the case
of skutterudites the MX6 octahedra are slightly distorted
(D3d symmetry), with their relative orientations in the three-
dimensional array tilted (M]X]M angles smaller than 1808).
The X4 rings are not square, the lengths of the sides of the
rectangles being slightly different (2.46 and 2.57 Å in CoAs3).

9

We have noted above that the perovskite structure can be
derived from the ReO3-type structure by filling the large
cuboctahedral holes, of which there is one per ReO6 octa-
hedron. In the skutterudite structure three out of every four
holes are occupied by the X4 rings. Filling of the remaining
holes by a rare-earth metal R gives the ternary RM4X12

compounds 12–17 which are often called filled skutterudites.
In the electronic structure calculations reported below we will

in some cases use idealized skutterudite structures in which one
has either square X4 rings or regular MX6 octahedra. The rela-
tion between these idealized structures and the real skutterudite
structure will thus be analysed first. The geometry of the skut-
terudite structure is totally determined by three parameters:8–11

the cell edge a and two parameters (y and z) that define the
crystallographic coordinates of the X atoms in the 24g posi-
tions of the space group. For the ReO3 structure these two last
parameters are required by symmetry to adopt a value of
y = z = 0.25. In the idealized skutterudite with regular MX6

octahedra y and z are related through equation (1), while in

8y(2z 2 1) = 8z 2 3 (1)

the case of square X4 rings these two parameters must obey
equation (2).

2(y 1 z) = 1 (2)

The ReO3-type structure corresponds to the case in which
both equations are satisfied simultaneously. If one plots the
y and z values for the different experimentally determined
skutterudite structures (Fig. 2) it is clear that they are all much
closer to the case with square X4 rings [equation (2)] than to
that with regular MX6 octahedra [equation (1)].

A single parameter, ξ, will be used throughout this paper to
indicate the extent to which a given skutterudite differs from its
parent ReO3-type structure. For a given MX3 compound ξ
is defined as the ratio between the actual cell edge a of the
skutterudite unit cell and the unit cell edge a8 of an hypothetical
ReO3-type structure with the same M]X bond length as in
the real MX3 skutterudite. Since the rotation and deform-
ation of the MX6 octahedra that is necessary to generate the
skutterudite structure from its parent ReO3-type structure
results in a shortening of the unit-cell edge, ξ will always take
values between 0 and 1. Compounds which crystallize in the
ReO3-type structure have ξ = 1 while those with the skutterudite
structure adopt values of ξ in the range 0.85–0.90 (see Table 1).

The skutterudite structure is found only for Group 9 and 10
transition-metal pnictides, although not all possible metal/non-
metal combinations are found. No MX3 nitrides are known,
probably due to the small size of the nitrogen atoms that would
give a skutterudite structure with too short M]M distances to
be stable. On the other hand, bismuth compounds with MBi3

composition are known,32,33 but they adopt other structures.
In this case the large size of the bismuth atoms would give
skutterudites with too large M]M distances to be stable.

Other compounds that are known to crystallize in the
skutterudite structure are the ternary M2X3Y3

18,34 and Mx-
M91 2 xX3.

9,35–38 The full crystal structure has only been exam-
ined for Co2Ge3S3

18 and for Fe0.5Ni0.5Sb3.
9 For these com-

pounds, ξ is found to take a value of 0.88 and 0.90, respectively,
in the same range as for the skutterudite-type pnictides.

The introduction of rare-earth-metal cations into the skut-
terudite structure to give the filled skutterudites does not alter
the basic arrangement of atoms in the MX3 net as can be seen
by comparing the values of ξ between 0.87 and 0.89 found for
these compounds 12–17 with those for the parent skutterudite-
type binary phases.

On the other hand, the more symmetrical ReO3-type struc-
ture is only found for a small number of compounds: ReO3

5,6

and some transition-metal fluorides (MF3 with M = Mo, Nb or
Ta).19–21 Interestingly, a skutterudite-type distortion is found at
high pressure for ReO3.

22 The displacement of atoms is never-
theless small and the O ? ? ? O distances still remain long enough
so that they cannot be considered as actual bonds. The value of
0.99 found for ξ indicates that it is much closer to the original
ReO3-type structure than to the skutterudite one. Another way
to force a skutterudite distortion in ReO3 is by introducing
some extra cations in it. Compounds AxMO3 where A is either
H, Li or Na and M is Nb, Mo, Ta, W or Re are known.23–30 The
inclusion of A atoms induces a compression of the original
ReO3 framework by tilting the ReO6 octahedra rather than
compressing them. The Re]O distances in D1.36ReO3

25 and
Li0.2ReO3

30 are at most 0.04 Å larger than in ReO3. These
phases have ξ values around 0.96 indicating that despite the

Fig. 2 Relation between y and z for different symmetry conditions:
ReO3-type structure (y = z = 0.25), idealized skutterudite structures
with regular MX6 octahedra (curve 1) or with square X4 rings (curve
2). Single points correspond to experimental values for different
skutterudites

Table 1 Values of the structural parameter ξ (see text for definition)
for different compounds which crystallize in the ReO3 or skutterudite-
type structures 31

Compound

CoP3

NiP3

RhP3

IrP3

CoAs3

Fe0.5Ni0.5Sb3

RM4X12

ReO3

ReO3*

* High pressure form.

ξ

0.87
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.88
0.90
0.87–0.89
1.00
0.99

Ref.

8
8
8
8
9
9

12–17
5, 6

22

Compound

RhAs3

IrAs3

CoSb3

RhSb3

IrSb3

Co2Ge3S3

MF3

AxMO3

ξ

0.87
0.87
0.90
0.88
0.88
0.88

1.00
>0.96

Ref.

9
9
9
9
9

18

19–21
23–30
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noticeable compression they still have structures closer to ReO3

than those of the skutterudite-type transition-metal pnictides.
All these data suggest that the more symmetric ReO3-type

structure is only favored over the ‘distorted’ skutterudite one
when some electronic and size requirements are fulfilled. The
following two criteria seem to be necessary for a ReO3-type
structure to be stable: (1) strongly electronegative X atoms; (2)
small, first-row X atoms.

In the following section we will analyse the electronic struc-
ture in both ReO3- and skutterudite-type compounds, in a
search for the origin of the electronic requirements that under-
lie the structural choice in this type of MX3 crystals. An add-
itional complication that has to be kept in mind is that a third
variable, the number of valence electrons per formula unit, has
to be included in the analysis since the compounds we want to
compare are not isoelectronic. Group 9 transition-metal pnic-
tides have a total of 24 valence electrons, ReO3 and NiP3 have
25, and the MF3 fluorides 26 or 27, depending on the metal.

Electronic structure of ReO3 and CoP3

The electronic structure of ReO3 and of skutterudite-type pnic-
tides has been previously analysed by various authors using
different theoretical approaches. Corà et al.39 presented recently
the results of an electronic structure study for WO3, ReO3 and
NaWO3 using both the full potential linear muffin-tin orbital
(FP-LMTO) and the periodic Hartree–Fock method. Although
these authors did not study the possibility of a skutterudite-
type structure for these oxides, their calculations suggest that
the cubic structure which is experimentally found for ReO3 is
remarkably stable and rigid, a fact which they associate with the
presence of antibonding conduction electrons.

The structural choice in skutterudite-type pnictides has, to
our knowledge, never been studied before. Some work has been
devoted to the band structure and bonding in some compounds
like CoSb3,

3 CoP3
4 and NiP3

4 using first principles, DFT-based
methods. In these works the experimental structure is assumed
for each compound and the stability of alternatives is not con-
sidered. In recent times the electronic structure of skutterudites
and their lattice dynamics have been also investigated in con-
nection with the search for new improved thermoelectric
materials.40,41

To analyse the electronic factors that dictate the structural
choice in MX3 compounds we have performed extended-
Hückel tight-binding band-structure calculations 42–44 for ReO3

and CoP3, using two different structures in each case: the
experimental one and the hypothetical alternative. Structural
details for these idealized phases and information related to the
computational procedure can be found in the Appendix.

Since its original formulation the extended-Hückel method
has been successfully applied to the study of bonding in a
large number of compounds including molecules, surfaces and
solids.45,46 Although based on rather crude approximations the
method is especially well suited for complex systems, such as the
skutterudite-type structures. This is due mainly to its simplicity,
both computationally and conceptually. Extended-Hückel
calculations should permit us to extract a qualitative picture of
the different bonding situations and their structural impli-
cations for the compounds under study. It is clear that the
relative energies obtained for different structures of a same
compound can in no way be taken in a quantitative fashion.
The calculated trends should nevertheless be essentially correct
for moderate distortions around the experimental geometry in
cases like ours, where the nearest-neighbor distances (M]X)
remain unchanged.

Fig. 3 shows the density of states (DOS) curve calculated for
ReO3 using its experimentally determined crystal structure. The
three well separated regions that can be identified in this curve
correspond mainly to the oxygen 2p orbitals (peak between
217 and 214 eV) and the rhenium 5d orbitals that show the

typical t2g (peak between 212 and 210 eV) below eg (peak
between 25 and 0 eV) splitting of the d orbitals in an
octahedral environment. The Fermi level (Ef) corresponding to
a metal d1 configuration is located at the bottom of the t2g

band.
When ReO3 is forced to adopt a skutterudite-type structure

major changes in the DOS [Fig. 4(a)] are found only in the O 2p
region, while the Re 5d bands remain located approximately in
the same energy ranges as in the DOS curve calculated for the
experimental structure. The O 2p band is now split into two
peaks, that spread between 217 and 212 eV. An analysis of the
bonding characteristic of these states using the O ? ? ? O COOP
(crystal orbital overlap population) curve in Fig. 4(b) indicates
that the low-lying peak is O ? ? ? O bonding for the O4 rings
present in the structure, while the higher peak is antibonding.
The integrated COOP curve has a negative value at the Fermi
level, indicating a net repulsive O ? ? ? O interaction for this
structure. Our calculations suggest that the formation of
electron-rich O4

82 rings in this highly ionic structure should be
strongly disfavored from an energy point of view. It is also clear
that removing one valence electron per formula unit to achieve
a system isoelectronic with CoP3 will not result in an important
stabilization of the skutterudite-type structure relative to the
ReO3 one since deep-lying O ? ? ? O antibonding levels would
still remain filled in this case.

A plot of the one-electron energy for ReO3 as a function of ξ
[Fig. 5(a)] shows clearly that the ReO3-type structure is more
stable than the skutterudite one. As can be appreciated, the
path chosen to produce the skutterudite-type structure (regular

Fig. 3 The DOS curve for ReO3 at its experimental crystal structure.
The shaded area and the dashed curve correspond to the contribution
of the d orbitals of rhenium and to the integrated DOS for this contri-
bution, respectively

Fig. 4 The DOS (a) and O ? ? ? O COOP (b) curves for ReO3 with the
skutterudite-type crystal structure. In (a) the shaded area and the
dashed curve correspond to the contribution of the d orbitals of
rhenium and to the integrated DOS for this contribution, respectively
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octahedra or square O4 rings) results only in minor energy dif-
ferences, indicating that any reasonable skutterudite structure
with y and z values between these two limiting cases will be
unstable if compared with the experimental crystal structure of
ReO3. The steep energy increment calculated for structures with
decreasing ξ values is in good agreement with the small depar-
tures from the ReO3-type structure observed for this compound
under pressure or for its AxReO3 derivatives.

Let us now move to CoP3. The DOS curve for this compound
adopting an hypothetical ReO3-type structure is presented in
Fig. 6. This plot is totally different from that in Fig. 3. The
levels under 217 eV correspond mainly to phosphorus 3s
orbitals. The sharp peak centered around 213.5 eV is built up
of cobalt 3d orbitals. A more careful analysis shows that the
lowest part of this peak is formed by Co]P combinations of eg

symmetry while the upper part corresponds mainly to Co]P
non-bonding levels of t2g symmetry. This ‘inverse’ splitting situ-
ation for the 3d levels of cobalt, which arises from the strong
covalent nature of Co]P bonds in this crystal, has been previ-
ously described in detail and is found to be quite common for
late transition-metal pnictides.4,47 The region of the DOS lying
directly over this sharp metal peak is occupied by a wide band
formed mainly by the 3p orbitals of the phosphorus atoms. The
Fermi level for this hypothetical compound is found in a small
pseudo-gap located approximately at the middle of this wide
band.

What happens if we repeat the calculations using the experi-
mental skutterudite-type structure for CoP3? The DOS curve
presented in Fig. 7(a) shows a splitting of the low lying P 3s and
the wide P 3p bands. A gap is opened around the Fermi level,
in good agreement with the semiconducting behavior that has
been experimentally determined for CoP3. The metal 3d band is

Fig. 5 Dependence on the structural parameter ξ of the one-electron
energy for ReO3 (a) and CoP3 (b)

Fig. 6 The DOS curves for CoP3 with ReO3-type crystal structure. The
shaded area and the dashed curve correspond to the contribution of the
d orbitals of cobalt and to the integrated DOS for this contribution,
respectively

located approximately at the same energy as in the previous
case, showing only a slight broadening with the structural
change. The small spatial extent of the d orbitals of the transi-
tion metals is responsible for the small changes observed for
these levels in the DOS when changing the structure. Their
situation in the DOS curve is mainly dictated by their first co-
ordination sphere, which is practically the same in both struc-
tures. From the COOP curve presented in Fig. 7(b) we can easily
convince ourselves that the formation of P4 rings in CoP3 will
be an energetically favorable process since all P ? ? ? P anti-
bonding states are pushed up too high in energy to be occupied
by electrons. The bottom of the conduction band is built mainly
from P ? ? ? P slightly bonding or non-bonding states, indicating
that a moderate increase in the valence electron number up to
25 or 26 electrons per formula unit will not result in an import-
ant destabilization of the P4 rings, a prediction that is confirmed
by the existence of the 25-electron compound NiP3 in which the
P ? ? ? P distances are very similar to those found in CoP3.

A plot of the one-electron energy for CoP3 as a function of ξ
[Fig. 5(b)] presents a minimum in the region of ξ values found
for the known skutterudite-type structures, indicating that the
ring formation is favorable in this case. As was found for ReO3,
the path followed in the distortion of the symmetrical ReO3-
type structure results only in minor energy differences, indicat-
ing that for CoP3 the skutterudite-type structure with ξ around
the experimental value (0.87) will be more stable than the
symmetric ReO3-type structure.

Our calculations on ReO3 and CoP3 show that, as experi-
mentally found, the structural preferences for these two com-
pounds are completely different. The origin of this difference
can be found in the X4 ring-formation process. A general
description of both situations is given schematically in Fig. 8.
For ReO3-type structures with strongly electronegative X atoms
like O or F, the valence p orbitals form a low-lying, narrow
band which is totally occupied by electrons. In these cases the
metal d bands lie much higher in energy, well separated from
this band. Bonding in these compounds is best described as
ionic, with almost atomic-like orbitals on both types of atoms.
When pushing the X atoms together to form the X4 rings,
orbital interactions between the valence p orbitals on these
atoms become more and more important. The formation of
X]X bonding and antibonding orbitals (of both σ and π types
relative to the ring plane) leads to the splitting of the X p band
described above. Since these X p levels lie well under the par-
tially filled metal d orbitals, the formation of X4 rings with
reasonable X]X distances is not able to push the X]X anti-
bonding combinations over the Fermi level, resulting in an
energetically unfavorable process that can be described either as
a closed-shell repulsion between the X atoms or coulombic
repulsion between the X22 anions in a perfectly ionic solid.

Fig. 7 The DOS (a) and P ? ? ? P COOP (b) curves for CoP3 with the
experimental skutterudite-type structure. In (a) the shaded area and the
dashed curve correspond to the contribution of the d orbitals of cobalt
and to the integrated DOS for this contribution, respectively
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The situation is totally different in solids like CoP3, where the
electronegativity difference between the metal and the non-
metal atoms is not very large. The bonding in the hypothetical
ReO3-type structure is better described as covalent. The total
filling of the d band for the metal, together with the almost
neutral charges calculated for the X atoms, agree well with this
description. Strong interaction between metal- and X-centered
orbitals gives a broad X p band, with the Fermi level located
approximately at its center. Formation of X4 rings is energetic-
ally favored in this case since the X]X antibonding levels can be
pushed over the Fermi level, while the total energy is lowered by
the stabilization provided by the newly formed X]X bonds.

At a first sight it can be argued that, in the case of ReO3,
forming a ring with sufficiently short O ? ? ? O distances should
be able to push the O ? ? ? O antibonding levels over the Fermi
level, achieving an electronic structure similar to that found for
CoP3 with the skutterudite structure. This situation is indeed
reached in our calculations for reasonable O ? ? ? O distances
(≈1.5 Å) corresponding to values of ξ around 0.8. A look at the
energy for the hypothetical structure [Fig. 5(a)] shows that it
is unstable relative to the experimentally found ReO3-type
structure. The reason is that the destabilization of the O ? ? ? O
antibonding levels over the Fermi energy is associated with
an electron transfer to the partially filled t2g band, which is
relatively high in energy when compared to the oxygen 2p band
in the original ReO3 structure. The energy gain associated with
the lowering of bonding O ? ? ? O levels is compensated by this
charge transfer, resulting in a global destabilization. This
transfer is not possible in CoP3 since the small electronegativity
difference between Co and P leads to an ‘inverse’ splitting
situation which results in an extensive filling of the metal
levels. The distortion to the skutterudite structure raises only
empty P ? ? ? P antibonding levels in this case. Stabilization of
the skutterudite structure is obtained from the associated lower-
ing of their filled bonding counterparts.

Our analysis identifies the electronegativity differences
between M and X as an important parameter in determining
the structural choice of ReO3 and the skutterudite-type
transition-metal pnictides. Is there any effect of the size of the
X atoms in the structural choice in MX3 solids? The size of X
atoms is important in the determination of the width of bands
that are involved in the ring-formation process: small atoms like
O give rise to narrow bands, while larger atoms, like P, give rise
to broader bands. The influence of anion size can easily be
understood when examining the hypothetical CoN3 compound.
The schematic band structure diagram in Fig. 8(c) indicates that

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the changes in the band structures
of (a) ReO3, (b) CoP3 and (c) CoN3, when distorting the ReO3-type
structure (a) to a skutterudite-type one (c)

the N 2p band for the ReO3-type structure is much narrower
than the corresponding P 3p band in CoP3. Owing to the higher
electronegativity of nitrogen, the band is also displaced to lower
energies. The net effect of these two factors is a much lower
filling of the metal d levels for CoN3 (≈20%) than for CoP3

(≈90%). When distorting the crystal to achieve a skutterudite-
type structure, the N ? ? ? N antibonding levels are destabilized
and pushed over the Fermi energy, while the electrons con-
tained in them are being transferred to the metal d orbitals. The
net effect is, as discussed above, a destabilization. Should this
compound be synthesized, our calculations indicate that the
ReO3-type structure would be preferred over the skutterudite
one.

Conclusion
Electronic structure calculations on ReO3 and CoP3 show that,
as found experimentally, these two compounds have completely
different structural preferences. The origin of these can be
associated with two main factors, the first and most important
being the electronegativity difference between the types of
atoms that form the solid. For strongly electronegative non-
metal atoms like O or F the ReO3-type structure is expected to
be the most stable one while for the combination of less electro-
negative atoms like the pnictides with late transition metals the
skutterudite structure is favored. The second factor affecting
the structural choice is the relative size of the constituting
atoms: small atoms like F and O favor the ReO3-type structure,
while larger atoms like P and As stabilize the skutterudite-type
one. The electronic origin of these differences can be assigned
to the formation of non-metal four-membered rings in the
skutterudite structure which is found to be energetically
unfavorable for small, strongly electronegative atoms.

Appendix
All the band-structure calculations presented in this work
have been made by using the extended-Hückel tight-binding
method.42–44 The off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian
matrix have been evaluated using the modified Wolfsberg–
Helmholz formula.48 The atomic parameters used in these cal-
culations are shown in Table 2. Parameters for P and Co have
been taken from recent work on the electronic structure of
skutterudite-type phosphides,4 while those for Re and O were
those proposed by Alvarez.50 Numerical integrations over the
irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone have been performed
using a 64 k-point mesh obtained by the geometrical method of
Ramírez and Böhm.51

In the calculations for idealized phases for CoP3 and ReO3,
the values for y and z parameters were taken as equal to their
experimental value in CoP3 for the skutterudite-type idealized
structure of ReO3, and equal to 0.25 for the ReO3-type idealized
structure of CoP3. In the calculations for Fig. 5 these para-

Table 2 Atomic parameters used for the extended-Hückel calculations
on ReO3 and CoP3

Atom

Re

O

Co

P

Ref.

49

42

4

4

Orbital

6s
6p
5d a

2s
2p
4s
4p
3d b

3s
3p

Hii/eV

29.36
25.96

212.66
232.30
214.80
29.21
25.29

213.18
218.40
29.80

ζi1

2.40
2.37
5.34
2.28
2.28
2.00
2.00
5.55
1.81
1.45

a c1 = 0.6662, ζi2 = 2.28, c2 = 0.5910. b c1 = 0.5680, ζi2 = 2.10, c2 =
0.6060.
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meters obey either the regular MX6 octahedra relation or the
square X4 rings one. The cell edge a was taken in such that the
M]X distance equals the experimental one in each case.
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